[Metabolic or immunometabolic syndrome?].
Understanding the risk and pathogenesis of the numerous disorders including the insulin resistance/metabolic syndrome has changed meaningfully in the recent years. The remarkable similarity of the risk factors of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus, obesity and atherogenic dyslipidemia induced to search for their pathophysiology. The aim of these examinations was to determine if the inflammatory state is a soil of the metabolic syndrome as in atherosclerosis? Increasing number of studies demonstrates a series of statistically significant correlations between the inflammatory markers and diseases present in the metabolic syndrome. It allows for the reasonable basis of hypothesis that chronic, mild inflammatory state underlies not only the cardiovascular disease, but also is the soil of the metabolic syndrome pathologies and its complications development. Both associations between the inflammatory mediators as CRP, fibrinogen, alpha1-glycoproteins, leptin, TNFalpha, PAI-1 and the metabolic syndrome variables, chiefly obesity, seem to suggest that both atherosclerosis and insulin resistance are the results of chronic activation of the nonspecific (innate) immune system. According to this hypothesis, daily stresses as traumas, infections and emotions would lead to primary immune and neuroendocrine systems alterations. By this manner, whole body metabolic disorders and metabolic syndrome component progressive reveal would approach. In this context, metabolic syndrome might be defined as an immunemetabolic disease.